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Hi There, Decorators

@thehirehun@inthewildeventsandstyling @perfectlypoppedballoons

Here at Amscan we’re trying something a bit different!

We’re trying to be mindful of the planet and where possible, print less catalogues. Rather 
than sending you a brand new book, with a small amount of changes, we’re sending you a 
quick snapshot of what’s new and what’s out, as well as our usual helpful tips and tricks!

Within this flyer you’ll find all the new information relating to our amazing eight new colours 
that have joined the Sempertex portfolio, as well as a list of the items we’re no longer 
stocking, for you to update your copy of our Decorator Book!

So don’t throw me away, keep me safe with your Decorator Book, so i’m handy next time 
you want to place an order. 

Within the booklet you’ll find we’ve included some of our favourite colour mixes 
incorporating these 8 new shades, plus an updated cut-out-and-keep colour chart too, which 
you’ll definitely want to add to your toolkit. But if you need more tips, tricks, ideas and 
recipes these can be found online by accessing our YouTube channel or The Decorator Hub on 
www.amscan.co.uk, both full of handy resources.

Need more inspiration throughout the year? Of course you do… follow us on social media or 
sign up to our NEWsletters to receive the latest updates and product launches.

We hope this continues to support your creativity; we love to see how you’re getting along 
and feature your work, so continue to reach out to us on our social platforms, or tag us on 
Instagram @amscanuk.

Scan me!

Decorator Hub! YouTube Channel! Amscan NewsLetter
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Socialise with Us!
Learn, create and have fun with us! We’re excited 
this content helps us share skills, comments and 
feedback among our industry members and it’s 
exciting to see everyones creations, through our 
multiple platforms! 

Don’t forget to tag us in your amazing creations!

@AmscanInternational@amscanuk@AmscanInternational

Resources

Our Decorator Hub
Run by Amscan’s Educational Marketing team, this section of our website is dedicated to providing a host of 
resources to help and inspire. You'll �nd a large library of step-by-step instruction sheets for lots of different designs 
and occasions; help and support for all your Conwin and Hi-Float questions, safety information and lots, lots more.

Step by Step Guides
Step by Steps, Instruction Sheets, How-To's, 
Recipes... call them what you will - this is is where 
you get to help yourself to all the balloon designs 
and inspiration we have to offer.

We have a selection of great balloon designs that 
you can view, print, or save and add to your "Ideas 
Book" - we don't mind what you do with it so long 
as you use them!

Keep revisiting as we’re 
regularly updating the 
resources! 

Choose from any of the 
5 following categories, 
Birthday, Everyday 
Occasions, Seasonal 
& Themed!  

YouTube

Scan me with your phone camera!

Welcome to our YouTube channel, where you’ll �nd 
a plethora of balloon ideas, hints, tips and tricks!
 
Released every Friday, the team talk you step by step 
through a variety of designs, processes and projects, 
whatever your skillset.

The tutorials cover topics 
including balloon basics, double
stuff trend palettes, and that hot
topic of cutting and resealing 
Crystal Clearz™!
 
Check it out now!

Grab your phone

Open up your camera

and click the link!

Welcome to the Decorator Hub! 

You’ll find all of this helpful information....

Hover over the QR code
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Latex Balloons: Pastel Dusk

Size / 
Count 107 - Cream 110 - Rose 127 - Laurel Green 140 - Blue 150 - Lavender

5" (100ct.) 20017114 20017129 20017144 20017159 20017174

12" (50ct.) 20017116 20017131 20017146 20017161 20017176

18” (25ct.) 20017121 20017136 20017151 20017166 20017181

24" (3ct.) 20017122 20017137 20017152 20017167 20017182

260 (100ct.) 20017126 20017141 20017156 20017171 20017186

check out 
which foil 
balloons 

coordinate 
with our new 

pastel dusk 
balloons!
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Latex Balloons: Pastel Matte

Size / 
Count 663 - Melon

5" (100ct.) 20017196

12" (50ct.) 20017198

18” (25ct.) 20017203

24" (3ct.) 20017204

Melon joins the Pastel 
Matte colour palette!

Decorator Top Tip!

Coordinates with our NEW
Pastel Dusk range!
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Latex Balloons: Fashion

Size / 
Count 056 - Purple Orchid 059 - Tropical Coral

5" (100ct.) 20017218 20017230

12" (50ct.) 20017220 20017232

18” (25ct.) 20017225 20017237

24" (3ct.) 20017226 20017238

R-5 · R-9 · R-12 · R-18 · R-24
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Fashion
Colours

Size / 
Count 061 - Orange 074 - Coffee 030 - Green 031 - Lime Green 032 - Forest Green

18” (25ct.) 20002471 20010160 20002465 20002466

24" (3ct.) 20012071 20015140 20012061 20012062

36” (2ct.) 20006774 20006689 20006697

Latex Balloons: Giant 

Fashion
Colours

Size / 
Count 060 - Blush 009 - Pink 012 - Fuchsia 015 - Red 020 - Yellow

18” (25ct.) 20004621 20002461 20002462 20002463 20002464

24" (3ct.) 20012070 20012054 20012056 20012057 20012058

36” (2ct.) 20006695 20006685 20006693 20006686 20006690

Check out the full range of Giant Latex on our website!

Fashion
Colours

Size / 
Count 037 - Aquamarine 040 - Blue 041 - Royal Blue 044 - Navy Blue 051 - Violet

18” (25ct.) 20002467 20002468 20012205 20002470

24" (3ct.) 20012063 20012065 20012066 20012067 20012069

36” (2ct.) 20010018 20006691 20006696 20006694

new new

new

new new newnew

newnew new new

newnew

new

new

newnew

newnewnew

new new

new
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* Bows not included

 

R18 – Stuffer Clear
 Sempertex 18”/45cm clear latex stuffing balloon

• Extra wide neck for ease of use
• Suitable for use with all brands of balloon stuffing machines and equipment
• Supplied unprinted, suitable for every occasion

Stuffer

Size / 
Count 390 - Clear

18” (25ct.) 20002457

‘POP ME’
proposal?!

Fill with
Easter goodies!

trick or treats!
Add Halloween

R18 - Stuffer Clear

Extra wide neck for ease of use

Sempertex 18”/45cm clear latex stuffing balloon

Suitable for use with all brands of balloon stuffing machines & equipment

Include
Christmas characters!

Supplied unprinted, suitable for every occasion
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COLOURS &
TEXTURES x76

COLOURS
These are available in 8 textures:

Fashion, Pastel Matte, Neon, Satin, 
Pastel Dusk, Crystal, Metallic & Reflex.

Each colour is associated to a 
specific code from the PANTONE

matching system (PMS).

Crystal
390 Clear

Fashion
005 White

Fashion
071 White Sand

Pastel Dusk
107 Cream

Satin
405 White

Satin
406 Pearl

Pastel Matte
620 Yellow

Neon/
220 Yellow

Fashion
020 Yellow

Satin
440 Blue

Pastel Matte
630 Green

Pastel Matte
 640 Blue

Fashion
038 Caribbean

Blue

Fashion
040 Blue

Fashion
037 Aquamarine

Fashion
030 Green

Metallic
512 Fuchsia

Pastel Dusk
150 Lavender

Satin
412 Fuchsia

Satin
409 Pink

Pastel Matte
609 Pink

Pastel Matte
650 Lilac

Neon
212 Fuchsia

Reflex
909 Pink

Reflex
968 Rose Gold

Fashion
012 Fuchsia

Fashion
009 Pink

Fashion
010 Rosewood

Pastel Dusk
110 Rose

Fashion
059 Tropical Coral

Metallic
518 Burgundy

Metallic
515 Red

Reflex
976 Truffle

Reflex
 915 Crystal Red

Reflex
912 Fuchsia

Fashion
076 Chocolate

Fashion
072 Terracotta

Fashion
015 Red

Fashion
014 Raspberry

Pastel Dusk
140 Blue

Fashion
041 Royal Blue

Neon
240 Blue

Satin
430 Green

Fashion
027 Eucalyptus

Pastel Dusk
127 Laurel Green

Fashion
031 Lime Green

Satin
481 Silver

Neon
230 Green

Metallic
530 Green

Reflex
931 Lime Green

Fashion
032 Forest Green

Fashion
081Grey

Metallic
580 Black

Reflex
981 Silver

Fashion
080 Black

Pastel Matte
663 Melon

Metallic
520 Yellow

Metallic
570 Gold

Metallic
568 Rose Gold

Reflex
970 Gold

Reflex
971 Champagne

Fashion
023 Mustard

Fashion
073 Latte

Neon
261 Orange

Fashion
060 Peach Blush

Fashion
061 Orange

Fashion
074 Coffee

Fashion
050 Lilac

Satin
450 Lilac

Metallic
551 Violet

Metallic
540 Blue

Reflex
951 Violet

Reflex
940 Blue

Fashion
051 Violet

Fashion
056 Purple Orchid

Fashion
044 Navy Blue
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Let’s Talk Colour
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Sempertex Colour Matrix

HEARTSEMPERTEX COLOUR MATRIX ROUND LINK O LOON MODELLING

Colour Colour Code

White 005

Pink 009

Rosewood 010

Tropical Coral 059

Swatch R- 5 R-12 R-18 R-24 R-36 STUFF 18 LOL -6 LOL-12 LOL-660 M-160 M-260 M-360 H-6 H-12 H-14 H-16

Cream 107

Rose 110

Lavender 150

Blue 140

Laurel Green 127

















































































Fuchsia 212

Yellow 220

Green 230

Blue 240

Orange 261

     Clear 390

Fuchsia 012

Raspberry 014

Red 015

Yellow 020

Mustard 023

Eucalyptus 027

Green 030

Lime Green 031

Forest Green 032

Aquamarine 037

Caribbean Blue 038

Blue 040

Royal Blue 041

Navy Blue 044

Lilac 050

Violet 051

Purple Orchid 056

Peach Blush 060

Orange 061

White Sand 071

Terracotta 072

Latte 073

Coffee 074

Chocolate 076

Black 080

Grey 081
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Let’s Talk Colour

Sempertex Colour Matrix

make life a party
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HEARTSEMPERTEX COLOUR MATRIX ROUND LINK O LOON MODELLING

Colour Colour Code Swatch R- 5 R-12 R-18 R-24 R-36 STUFF 18 LOL -6 LOL-12 LOL-660 M-160 M-260 M-360 H-6 H-12 H-14 H-16



















































  

White 405

Pearl 406

Pink 409

Fuchsia 412

Green 430

Blue 440

Lilac 450

Silver 481

 



  

  

  

 

 

 

 

       

Fuchsia 512

Red 515

Burgundy 518

Yellow 520

Green 530

Blue 540

Violet 551

Rose Gold 568

Gold 570

Black 580

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

     

 

Pink 609

Yellow 620

Green 630

Blue 640

Lilac 650

Melon 663

R
E

FL
E

X

Fuchsia 912

Red 915

Green 931

Blue 940

Violet 951

Rose Gold 968

Gold 970

Champagne 971

Pink 909

Truf�e 976

Silver 981
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Our NEW Colour Combinations

Colour Combos we LOVE!
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Big Book of Foil Balloons 2023

Available Now!
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Latex Balloons: Dropped Lines

CATALOGUE SECTION ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION

LATEX: FASHION COLOURS 20005832 BALL:12in Fash Yellow 25pk

LATEX: CRYSTAL PASTEL 20013411 BALL:12in Cryst Pstl blue 50pk

LATEX: CRYSTAL 20002000 BALL:5in Crystal Fuchsia 100pk

LATEX: CRYSTAL 20000811 BALL:12in Crystal Fuchsia 50pk

LATEX: CRYSTAL 20002005 BALL:5in Crystal Blue 100pk

LATEX: SATIN 20000850 BALL:12in Satin Ivory 50pk

LATEX: HEARTS 20002963 BALL:Heart 6 Fash Red100pk

LATEX: HEARTS 20002967 BALL:Heart 6 FashPast Pink100p

LATEX: LINK-O-LOON: FASHION 20002541 BALL:LOL 6in Fash White100pk

LATEX: LINK-O-LOON: FASHION 20002544 BALL:LOL 6in Fash Red100pk

LATEX: LINK-O-LOON: FASHION 20002545 BALL:LOL 6in Fash Yellow100pk

LATEX: LINK-O-LOON: FASHION 20002549 BALL:LOL 6in FashLimeGreen100pk

LATEX: LINK-O-LOON: FASHION 20002550 BALL:LOL 6in ForestGreen100p

LATEX: LINK-O-LOON: FASHION 20001112 BALL:LOL 12 FashPastBlue 50pk

LATEX: LINK-O-LOON 660 20001163 BALL:LOL660 FashRoyal Blue50pk

LATEX: LINK-O-LOON: FASHION 20001100 BALL:LOL 12 Fash Violet50pk

LATEX: LINK-O-LOON: FASHION 20002557 BALL:LOL 6in Fash Orange100pk

LATEX: LINK-O-LOON: FASHION 20002559 BALL:LOL 6in Fash Black100pk

LATEX: LINK-O-LOON:CRYSTAL 
& SATIN 20002562 BALL: LOL 6 CrystalClear 100pk

LATEX: MODELLING: FASHION 20001311 BALL:360 Fash Lime Green50pk

LATEX: MODELLING: FASHION 20002737 BALL:160 ModFashRoyBlue100pk

LATEX: MODELLING: FASHION 20002747 BALL:160 ModFashChocolate100pk

LATEX: MODELLING: METALLIC 20002783 BALL:160 Mod Met Gold R 100pk

LATEX: PRINTED BALLOONS 20012135 BALL:12in Leaves White 25pk

We’re trying to be mindful of the planet and print less 
catalogues, where possible. Rather than sending you a brand 
new book, with a small amount of changes, we’ve included 
this list below of the items we’re no longer stocking, for you to 

update your copy of our decorator book! 

Make your own Sempertex balloon shop!
Head to the Decorator Hub,

where you’ll find the handy guide
& downloadable labels!

Item No. 410017

Update  
me!
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Terms & Conditions
AMSCAN INTERNATIONAL LIMITED TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF TRADING - SALES

CORRECT AT THE TIME OF PRINTING MAY 2023
1. INTERPRETATION
In these Terms and Conditions, the following expressions will have the following meanings unless inconsistent with the context:
“Acknowledgement” Amscan’s written acknowledgement of the Order;
“Amscan” means Amscan International Limited with company registration
number 01126979 and registered office address: Brudenell Drive, Brinklow, Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire, MK10 0DA
“Business Day” a day, other than a Saturday, Sunday, or public holiday in
England, when banks in London are open for business;
“Buyer” the person(s), firm or company whose order for the Products is
accepted by Amscan as detailed in the Credit Application Form;
“Commencement Date” has the meaning given in Condition 2.5;
“Contract” the contract between Amscan and the Buyer for the sale and purchase of the Products in accordance with these Conditions;
“Data Protection Legislation” all applicable data protection and privacy legislation in force from time to time in the UK including the UK GDPR; the Data Protection Act 2018 (DPA 2018) 

 (and regulations made thereunder) and the Privacy and Electronic Communications Regulations 2003 (SI 2003/2426) as amended and all other legislation  
 and regulatory requirements in force from time to time which apply to a party relating to the use of Personal Data (including without limitation, the privacy of 
 electronic communications).

“Delivery” completion of delivery of Products specified in an Order inaccordance with Condition 6.1;
“Delivery Date” the date specified for delivery of an Order as notified by Amscan to the Buyer in accordance with Condition 6.3
“Delivery Location” the address for delivery of the Products, as set out in the
Acknowledgement;
“Force Majeure Event” events, circumstances, or causes beyond a party's reasonable control;
“Group”   means in relation to a company, that company and any other company which, at the relevant time, is that company's holding company or subsidiary (as defined 

 by section 1159 and 1162 of the Companies Act 2006) or the subsidiary of any such holding company; “Online Marketplace” any Amazon website including 
 Amazon.co.uk or Amazon.com or any other online marketplace or bidding sites as notified by Amscan to the Buyer from time to time in writing;

“Order”   an order for the Products submitted by the Buyer;
“Price”   Amscan's published price list in force at the Commencement Date;
“Products” any products which Amscan supplies to the Buyer (including any of them or any part of them) under a Contract;
“Specification” the specification of the Products as issued by the manufactureror Amscan;
“Terms and Conditions” the standard terms and conditions of sale set out in this document together with any special terms agreed in writing between the Buyer and Amscan.

2. FORMATION AND INCORPORATION
2.1. Subject to any variation under Condition 12.5, the Contract will be upon these Terms and Conditions, to the exclusion of all other terms and conditions and all previous oral or written 

representations including any terms or conditions which the Buyer purports to apply under any purchase order, confirmation of order or similar document, whether or not such document is 
referred to in the Contract, or any other terms that the Buyer seeks to impose or incorporate, or which are implied by law, trade custom, practice or course of dealing.

2.2. The Contract is made up of the following:
2.2.1. the Terms and Conditions.
2.2.2. the Acknowledgement.
2.2.3. the Order.
2.2.4. The Credit Application Form.
2.3.  If there is any conflict or ambiguity between the terms of the documents listed in Condition 2.2, a term contained in a document higher in the list shall have priority over one contained in a 

document lower in the list.
2.4. Each Order will be deemed to be an offer by the Buyer to purchase Products upon these Terms and Conditions.
2.5. The Contract is formed when the Order is accepted by Amscan by way of an Acknowledgement. The contract will come into existence when Amscan issues an Acknowledgement, 

(“Commencement Date”). Subject to Condition 6.3, the Buyer may not cancel the Contract. Amscan may cancel the Contract at any time prior to delivery.
2.6. Minimum Order value is £500 exclusive of VAT, unless otherwise agreed in writing by Amscan.
2.7. Any samples, drawings, descriptive matter, or advertising produced by Amscan, and any descriptions or illustrations contained Amscan's catalogues or brochures are produced for the sole 

purpose of giving an approximate idea of the Products referred to in them. They shall not form part of the Contract nor have any contractual force.

3. DESCRIPTION
3.1. The quantity and description of the Products will be as set out in Amscan’s Acknowledgement, or the Specification. The Buyer is responsible for ensuring that all details contained in the 

Acknowledgement and/or relevant Specification(s) are complete and accurate.
3.2. Amscan may make any change to the Specification, design, materials or finishes of the Products which are:
3.2.1. required to conform with any applicable safety, statutory or regulatory requirement; or
3.2.2. do not materially affect their quality or performance.

4. PRICE AND PAYMENT
4.1. Subject to Condition 4.7, the price for the Products will be the price set out in Amscan’s published price list current at the Commencement Date or as otherwise notified by Amscan in writing.
4.2. Unless otherwise specified in Amscan’s Acknowledgement, or when Amscan accepts the Order, the price for the Products is:
4.2.1. inclusive of any costs of packaging and carriage, and;
4.2.2. exclusive of VAT and any other applicable sales tax or duty which will be added to the sum in question at the prevailing rate, subject to the receipt of a valid VAT invoice.
4.3. Amscan may invoice the Buyer for the Products on or at any time after Delivery, or where the Buyer wrongfully fails to take delivery of the Products, in which event Amscan shall be entitled to 

invoice the Buyer for the price at any time after Amscan has notified the Buyer that the Products are ready for collection or (as the case may be) Amscan has tendered delivery of the Products.
4.4. Payment is due in full in cleared funds within 30 days of the date of an invoice, (or such other period of time as is agreed in writing by Amscan), or upon termination of the Contract, whichever 

occurs first.
4.5. All payments to be made by the Buyer under the Contract will be made in full without any set-off, restriction or condition and without any withholding, deduction for, or on account of any 

counterclaim, unless expressly agreed in writing by a director of Amscan. Time for payment shall be of the essence of the Contract.
4.6. If any sum payable under the Contract is not paid when due then, without prejudice to Amscan’s other rights under the Contract, that sum will bear interest from the due date until (and 

including) the date payment is made in full, both before and after any judgement, at the rate of 4% per month, calculated and charged monthly and Amscan will be entitled to suspend deliveries 
of the Products until the outstanding amount has been received. In addition, without prejudice to any other remedy of Amscan, Amscan may claim compensation from the Buyer under the 
Late Payment of Commercial Debts (Interest) Act 1998 (as amended).

4.7. Amscan may revise its price lists from time to time without informing the Buyer, but may increase the price for the Products between the date of acceptance of order and delivery if there is 
an increase in the cost of raw materials, labour and/or other production or material costs, increases in costs by Amscan’s suppliers, changes in the types or rates of tax contributions, duties, 
surcharges or levies, in the event of foreign exchange fluctuations, a request by the Buyer to change the delivery date/quantities and any delay by the Buyer to give Amscan adequate or 
accurate information or instructions, provided that notice is given to the Buyer before Delivery.

5. INSTALMENTS
5.1. Amscan may deliver the Products by separate instalments. Each instalment will be a separate Contract and no cancellation or termination of any one Contract relating to an instalment stage 

will entitle the Buyer to repudiate or cancel any other Contract or instalment. Any delay in Delivery or defect in an instalment shall not entitle the Buyer to cancel any other instalment. Each 
separate instalment or stage will be invoiced and paid for in accordance with the provisions of the Contract.

6. DELIVERY
6.1. Delivery of the Products is completed when Amscan places the Order at the Buyer’s disposal at the Delivery Location at any time on or before the Delivery Date.
6.2. If the Buyer fails to take delivery on the Delivery Date at the time notified by Amscan in writing, or provide any necessary documents, then unless that failure or delay is caused by Amscan’s 

failure to comply with its obligations under the Contract, the Products will be deemed to have been delivered and Amscan, without prejudice to its other rights, may at its option:
6.2.1. store or arrange for storage of the Products until actual delivery or sale and charge the Buyer for all related costs and expenses (including, without limitation, storage, and insurance); and/or
6.2.2. following written notice to the Buyer, sell any of the Products at the best price reasonably obtainable in the circumstances and charge the Buyer for any shortfall below the price under the 

Contract.
 6.3. Amscan will use reasonable endeavours to deliver each of the Buyer’s orders for the Products within the time agreed when the Buyer places an Order and, if no time is agreed, then within a 

reasonable time, but the time of delivery will not be of the essence. If, despite those endeavours, Amscan is unable for any reason to fulfil any delivery or performance on the specified date, 
or there is a shortfall in the quantity of the Products delivered, Amscan will be deemed not to be in breach of the Contract, nor will Amscan have any liability to the Buyer for direct, indirect 
or consequential loss (all three of which terms includes, without limitation, pure economic loss, loss of profits, loss of business, loss of anticipated savings, depletion of goodwill) howsoever 
caused (including as a result of negligence) by any delay or failure in Delivery except as set out in this Condition 6.3. All shortfalls or discrepancies must be notified to Amscan in writing 
within 48 hours of Delivery. If Amscan fail to Deliver the Products, Amscan's liability shall be limited to the costs and expenses incurred by the Buyer in obtaining replacement goods of similar 
description and quality in the cheapest market available, less the price of the Products. Any delay in Delivery will not entitle the Buyer to cancel the Order unless and until the Buyer has given 
45 days’ written notice to Amscan requiring the delivery to be made and Amscan has not fulfilled the delivery within that period. Amscan shall have no liability for any failure to Deliver the 
Products to the extent that such failure is caused by a Force Majeure Event, or the Buyer’s failure to provide Amscan with adequate delivery instructions or any other instructions that are 
relevant to the supply of the Products.

6.4. If the Buyer cancels the order in accordance with Condition 6.3 then:
6.4.1. Amscan will refund to the Buyer any sums which the Buyer has paid to Amscan in respect of that Order or part of the Order which has been cancelled; and
6.4.2. the Buyer will be under no liability to make any further payments under Condition 4 in respect of that Order or part of the Order which has been cancelled.
6.5. The Buyer must notify Amscan if not all of the Products scheduled to be delivered are delivered at the time agreed for Delivery:
6.5.1. by telephone no later than 48 hours after such time, or
6.5.2. in writing no later than 48 hours after such time.

7. RISK/TITLE AND RESALE
7.1. Risk in the Products will pass to the Buyer upon Delivery.
7.2. Notwithstanding anything contained herein to the contrary, nothing herein shall relieve the Buyer of its obligation to pay Amscan, and (subject to Condition 7.8) title to and ownership of the 

Products will not pass to the Buyer until the earlier of:
7.2.1. the date that Amscan has received, in full in cleared funds all sums due to it in respect of:
7.2.1.1. the Products; and
7.2.1.2. all other sums which are, or which become due to Amscan from the Buyer on any account.
7.2.2. the date the Buyer resells the Products, in which case title in those Products shall pass at the time of payment of all such sums.
7.3. The Buyer’s right to possession of the Products and the Buyer’s right to resell or use the Products under Condition 7.8 will terminate immediately if any of the circumstances set out in Condition 

10.1 occur or if Amscan reasonably believes that any such event is about to happen and notifies the Buyer accordingly.
7.4. Until title passes to the Products, the Buyer shall:
7.4.1. store the Products separately from all other goods held by the Buyer so that they remain readily available as Amscan’s property.
7.4.2. not remove, deface, or obscure any identifying mark or packaging on or relating to the Products.

7.4.3. maintain the Products in satisfactory condition and keep them insured against all risks for their full price from the date of delivery
7.5. Amscan will be entitled to recover payment for the Products notwithstanding that title in any of the Products has not passed from Amscan, or where the Buyer has resold or used the Products.
7.6. Where Amscan is unable to determine whether any Products are the products in respect of which the Buyer’s right to possession has terminated, the Buyer will be deemed to have sold all 

products of the kind sold by Amscan to the Buyer in the order in which they were invoiced to the Buyer.
7.7. If the Buyer’s right to possession of the Products terminates, but the Buyer has paid for the Products, Amscan shall be entitled to issue the Buyer with a credit note for all or any part of the 

price of the Products paid for by the Buyer together with value added tax thereon.
7.8. Subject to Condition 7.3 and Condition 7.9, the Buyer may resell or use the Products in the ordinary course of its business (but not otherwise) before Amscan receives payment for the Products. 

However, if the Buyer resells the Products before that time:
7.8.1. it does so as principal and not as Amscan’s agent; and
7.8.2. title to the Products shall pass from Amscan to the Buyer immediately before the time at which resale by the Buyer occurs.
7.9. At any time before title to the Products passes to the Buyer, Amscan may:
7.9.1. by notice in writing, terminate the Buyer’s rights under Condition 7.8 to resell the Products or use them in the ordinary course of its business; and
7.9.2. require the Buyer to deliver up all the Products in its possession that have not been resold, or irrevocably incorporated into another product and if the Buyer fails to do so, enter any premises 

of the Buyer or of any third party where the Products are stored in order to recover them and the Buyer grants Amscan, its agents and employees an irrevocable licence at any time to enter 
any premises where the Products are or may be stored in order to inspect them, or, where the Buyer’s right to possession has terminated, to recover them.

7.10. On termination of the Contract, howsoever caused, Amscan’s (but not the Buyer’s) rights contained in this Condition 7 will remain in effect.
7.11. The Buyer agrees that it will not resell any Products through the Online Marketplace.
 
8. LIABILITY OF AMSCAN
8.1. Amscan warrants that (subject to the other provisions of these Terms and Conditions) on Delivery and for a period of 6 months from the date of Delivery the Products will be free from defects 

in material or workmanship. Amscan shall not be liable for a breach of the warranty in this Condition 8.1 if:
8.1.1. the Products have been improperly altered in any way whatsoever or have been subject to misuse or unauthorised repair.
8.1.2. the Products have been improperly installed or connected.
8.1.3. any instructions as to storage of the Products have not been complied with in all respects; or
8.1.4. the Buyer has failed to notify Amscan of any defect or suspected defect within 14 days of Delivery where the defect should be apparent on reasonable inspection, or within 14 days of the 

same coming to the knowledge of the Buyer where the defect is not one which should be apparent on reasonable inspection, and in any event no later than 6 months from the Delivery Date.
8.2. Subject to Condition 8.1 if any Product does not conform to the warranty in Condition 8.1 Amscan shall, at its option, either refund the price of such Product, or replace such Product. If 

Amscan so requests the Buyer shall return the Product which does not conform with the warranty in Condition 8.1 to Amscan.
8.3. Subject to Conditions 8.6 and 8.7 Amscan’s maximum aggregate liability for any breach of the warranty in Condition 8.1 (whether in contract, tort, breach of statutory duty, restitution or 

otherwise) will be limited to the price of the Product.
8.4. Any Products which have been replaced will belong to Amscan. Any replacement Products will be warranted under the terms specified in Condition 8.1 for the unexpired portion of the 6 

month period from the original date of delivery of the replaced Products.
8.5. In the event of any breach of Amscan’s express obligations under Conditions 6.3, 8.1, 8.2 and 8.4 above the remedies of the Buyer will be limited to damages.
8.6. Amscan does not exclude or limit its liability (if any) to the Buyer:
8.6.1. for breach of Amscan’s obligations arising under section 12 Sale of Goods Act 1979 or section 2 Supply of Goods and Services Act 1982.
8.6.2. for personal injury or death resulting from Amscan’s negligence.
8.6.3. for defective products under the Consumer Protection Act 1987.
8.6.4. for fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation.
8.6.5. for any matter for which Amscan is not permitted by law to exclude or limit (or to attempt to exclude or limit) its liability.
8.7. Subject to Conditions 6.3 and 8.1 to 8.6, Amscan will be under no liability to the Buyer whatsoever (whether in contract, tort (including negligence), breach of statutory duty, restitution or 

otherwise) for damage or any special, indirect or consequential loss (all three of which terms include, without limitation, loss of profits, loss of business, depletion of goodwill) howsoever 
caused arising out of or in connection with:

8.7.1. any of the Products, or the manufacture or sale or supply, or failure or delay in supply, of the Products by Amscan or on the part of Amscan’s employees, agents, or sub-contractors.
8.7.2. any breach by Amscan of any of the express or implied terms of the Contract.
8.7.3. any use made or resale by the Buyer of any of the Products, or of any product incorporating any of the Products; or
8.7.4. any statement made or not made, or advice given or not given, by or on behalf of Amscan or otherwise under the Contract.
8.7.5. Subject to Conditions 6.3 and 8.1 to 8.6, Amscan hereby excludes to the fullest extent permissible in law, all conditions, warranties and stipulations, express (other than those set out in the 

Contract) or implied, statutory, customary or otherwise which, but for such exclusion, would or might subsist in favour of the Buyer.
8.7.6. Each of Amscan’s employees, agents and sub-contractors may rely upon and enforce the exclusions and restrictions of liability in Conditions 6.3, 8.3 and 8.5 to 8.7 in that person’s own name 

and for that person’s own benefit, as if the words “its employees, agents and sub-contractors” followed the word Amscan wherever it appears in those conditions save each reference in 
Condition 8.7.1.

8.7.7. Subject to Conditions 8.2, 8.6 and 8.7 Amscan’s aggregate liability under these conditions (whether in contract by way of indemnity or otherwise) or tort (including negligence) breach of 
statutory duty restitution or otherwise) for any damage or loss howsoever caused will be limited to the price of the Products except as expressly provided in these Conditions.

8.7.8. The Buyer acknowledges that the above provisions of this Condition 8 are reasonable and reflected in the price which would be higher without those provisions, and the Buyer will accept 
such risk and/or insure accordingly.

9. FORCE MAJEURE
9.1. Amscan will not be liable to the Buyer for any failure or delay or for the consequences of any failure or delay in performance of the Contract, if it is due to any Force Majeure Event and the 

time for performance of any obligations shall be extended by a period equivalent to the period during which performance of the obligation has been delayed or prevented.

10. TERMINATION
10.1. Amscan may by written notice terminate the Contract immediately if any of the following events happen, or Amscan reasonably believes that such events are about to happen:
10.1.1. the Buyer suspends, or threatens to suspend, payment of its debts, or is unable to pay its debts as they fall due or admits inability to pay its debts, or (being a company) is deemed unable to 

pay its debts within the meaning of section 123 of the Insolvency Act 1986, or (being an individual) is deemed either unable to pay its debts or as having no reasonable prospect of so doing, 
in either case, within the meaning of section 268 of the Insolvency Act 1986, or (being a partnership) has any partner to whom any of the foregoing apply;

 
10.1.2. the Buyer commences negotiations with all or any class of its creditors with a view to rescheduling any of its debts or makes a proposal for or enters into any compromise or arrangement 

with its creditors other than (where the Buyer is a company) where these events take place for the sole purpose of a scheme for a solvent amalgamation of the Buyer with one or more other 
companies or the solvent reconstruction of the Buyer.

10.1.3. (Being a company) a petition is filed, a notice is given, a resolution is passed, or an order is made, for or in connection with the winding up of the Buyer, other than for the sole purpose of a 
scheme for a solvent amalgamation of the Buyer with one or more other companies or the solvent reconstruction of the Buyer.

10.1.4. (Being an individual) the Buyer is the subject of a bankruptcy petition or order.
10.1.5. a creditor or encumbrancer of the Buyer attaches or takes possession of, or a distress, execution, sequestration, or other such process is levied or enforced on or sued against, the whole or 

any part of its assets and such attachment or process is not discharged within 14 days.
10.1.6. (Being a company) an application is made to court, or an order is made, for the appointment of an administrator or if a notice of intention to appoint an administrator is given or if an 

administrator is appointed over the Buyer.
10.1.7. (Being a company) a floating charge holder over the Buyer's assets has become entitled to appoint or has appointed an administrative receiver.
10.1.8. a person becomes entitled to appoint a receiver over the Buyer's assets or a receiver is appointed over the Buyer's assets.
10.1.9. any event occurs, or proceeding is taken, with respect to the Buyer in any jurisdiction to which it is subject that has an effect equivalent or similar to any of the events mentioned in Condition 

10.1.1 to Condition 10.1.8 (inclusive);
10.1.10. the Buyer suspends, threatens to suspend, ceases, or threatens to cease to carry on all or substantially the whole of its business.
10.1.11. the Buyer's financial position deteriorates to such an extent that in Amscan's opinion the Buyer's capability to adequately fulfil its obligations under the Contract has been placed in jeopardy; 

and
10.1.12. (Being an individual) the Buyer dies or, by reason of illness or incapacity (whether mental or physical), is incapable of managing his or her own affairs or becomes a patient under any mental 

health legislation.
10.2. The termination of the Contract howsoever arising is without prejudice to the rights, duties, and liability of either the Buyer or Amscan accrued prior to termination. The conditions which 

expressly or impliedly have effect after termination will continue to be in force notwithstanding termination.

11. DATA PROTECTION
11.1. Both parties will comply with all applicable requirements of the Data Protection Legislation. This Condition 11.1 is in addition to and does not relieve, remove, or replace a party’s obligations 

or rights under the Data Protection Legislation.
11.2. Amscan shall comply with its Data Protection Policy which may be found at: Privacy Policy: Amscan International.
12. GENERAL
12.1. Time for performance of all obligations of Amscan is not of the essence.
12.2. Each right or remedy of Amscan under the Contract is without prejudice to any other right or remedy of Amscan whether under the Contract or not.
12.3. If any condition or part of the Contract is found by any court, tribunal, administrative body or authority of competent jurisdiction to be illegal, invalid or unenforceable then that provision will, 

to the extent required, be severed from the Contract and will be ineffective, without, as far as is possible, modifying any other provision or part of the Contract and this will not affect any other 
provisions of the Contract which will remain in full force and effect.

12.4. No failure or delay by Amscan to exercise any right, power or remedy will operate as a waiver of it, nor will any partial exercise preclude any further exercise of the same, or of any other right, 
power or remedy.

12.5. Save as set out in the Contract, these Terms and Conditions may only be varied or amended in writing and signed by a director of Amscan.
12.6. Amscan may assign, delegate, license, hold on trust or sub-contract all or any part of its rights or obligations under the Contract.
12.7. The Contract is personal to the Buyer who may not assign, delegate, license, hold on trust or sub-contract all or any of its rights or obligations under the Contract without Amscan’s prior 

written consent.
12.8. The Contract contains all the terms which Amscan and the Buyer have agreed in relation to the Products and supersedes any prior written or oral agreements, representations or 

understandings between the parties relating to such Products. The Buyer acknowledges that it has not relied on any statement, promise or representation made or given by or on behalf of 
Amscan which is not set out in the Contract. Nothing in this Condition 12.8 will exclude any liability which one party would otherwise have to the other party in respect of any statements made 
fraudulently.

12.9. Save as set out in Condition 8.7.6 the parties to the Contract do not intend that any of its terms will be enforceable by virtue of the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 by any person 
not a party to it. Amscan may vary or rescind the Contract without the consent of any officer, employee, agent, or sub-contractor of Amscan.

12.10. Any notice in connection with the Contract will be in writing addressed to the other party at its registered office, or principal place of business and will be delivered by hand, or first class or 
special delivery post. The notice will be deemed to have been duly served, if delivered by hand, when left at the proper address for service or if made by pre-paid, first class post or special 
delivery post, 48 hours after being posted.

12.11. The formation, existence, construction, performance, validity, and all aspects whatsoever of the contract or of any term of the contract will be governed by English law. The English courts will 
have exclusive jurisdiction to settle any dispute which may arise out of, or in connection with the Contract. The parties agree to submit to that jurisdiction.
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